the choice for europe, mat 9, 1938
world war, We wish to see inaugurated a reign of international
law, backed, as it must be in these turbulent times, by ample and,
if possible, superabundant strength.
At this moment in history the broad, toiling masses in every
country have for the first time the opportunity of a fuller and less
burdened life. Science is at hand to spread a more bountiful table
than has ever been offered to the millions and to the tens of millions.
Shorter hours of labour, greater assurances against individual
misfortune: a wider if a simpler culture : a more consciously
realised sense of social justice : an easier and a more equal society—
these are the treasures which after all these generations and
centuries of impotence and confusion, are now within the reach of
mankind.
Are these hopes, are these prospects, are all the secrets which
the genius of man has wrested from Nature to be turned only by
tyranny, aggression and war to his own destruction ? Or are they
to become the agencies of a broadening freedom, and of an enduring
peace ?
Never before has the choice of blessings or curses been so plainly,
vividly, even brutally offered to mankind. The choice is open.
The dreadful balance trembles. It may be that our Island and
all the Commonwealths it has gathered around it may if we are
worthy play an important, perhaps even a decisive part in turning
the scales of human fortune from bad to good, from fear to
confidence, from miseries and crimes immeasurable to blessings and'
gains abounding,
We make ourselves the servants of this cause, but it is no use
espousing a cause without having also a method and a plan ty
which that cause may be made to win. I would not affront you
with generalities, There must be the vision, There must be a
plan, and there must be action following upon it. We express «Dur
immediate plan and policy in a single sentence ; " Arm, and stand
by the Covenant," In this alone lies the assurance of safety, the
defence of freedom, and the hope of peace.
What is this Covenant by which we are to stand ? It is the
Covenant of the League of Nations- After the calamities of the
Great War, many States and people banded themselves together to
establish a system of collective security, whereby the violent
aggression of one Government upon another should be curbed arid
prevented; and so that processes should be devised whereby the
grievances of peoples or communities should be redressed fairly
and sincerely without recourse to war. By the Covenant of the
League, and by the Kellogg Pact, almost all countries have bound

